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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this contribution we consider bounded solutions of nonautonomous 
differential equations in an infinite-dimensional Banach space X. 
i - Lx =f(t, A, x). (l-1) 
Here L is a linear, in general unbounded, operator in X with domain of 
definition D(L) and f is a smooth mapping of R! x n x D(L*), tl < 1, into X 
withf(t,1,,O)=~,f(t,&,O)=Oforallt~Randsome1,~~. 
Typical examples of partial differential equations comprised in this for- 
mulation are semilinear elliptic equations in a cylindrical domain R! x 52 
where 52 is a smooth bounded domain in R”. In the “autonomous” case 
those examples have been treated in [2,4,9]. In contrast to related work 
for parabolic equations [6] the operator L can have infinite spectrum on 
both sides of the imaginary axis. In fact this is typically the case for elliptic 
problems. A crucial assumption is that the spectral part of L on the 
imaginary axis is finite dimensional. This again holds if (1.1) is elliptic. 
Of course Eq. ( 1.1) describes only formally an evolution equation since, 
in general, the initial value problem will not be solvable. However, our aim 
to construct all small bounded solutions can still be achieved by following 
the ideas of dynamical systems. It will be shown that there is, for (1.1 ), a 
finite-dimensional manifold 
which is in complete analogy to the center manifold for finite-dimensional 
systems and which contains all small bounded solutions. Thus this allows 
us to reduce Eq. (1.1) to an ordinary differential equation 
21 -Ll,q Xl =f1(t,kx1,h(t, AX,)) (1.2) 
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whose dimension coincides with the sum of the dimensions of eigenspaces 
corresponding to eigenvalues of L with vanishing real part. 
In the autonomous case-- independent of t-the result is well known. 
The nonautonomous case is known for finite dimensions [13] and for 
parabolic equations [6]. Therefore our analysis completes previous efforts 
and, at the same time, lays the basis for some new insights into the realm of 
nonlinear steady waves of inviscid fluids. 
In Section 2 we prove the reduction theorem following closely the ideas 
of G. Fischer in [4]. In Section 3 we show that symmetries of L andf, as 
well as (quasi-) periodicity of f in the variable t, are inherited by the 
manifold MA. Also asymptotic autonomy of Eq. (1.1) is reflected in the 
reduced equation (1.2). 
All these properties are needed in a subsequent paper [ 151 where all 
steady flows of an inviscid fluid in a channel with a small obstacle are con- 
structed. Here as an application of the reduction method we discuss a 
model problem for the influence of space-periodic external forces on non- 
linear steady waves (cf. [ ll]), namely, the following elliptic boundary 
value problem 
du+lu+U2+&COSOX=0, (X,Y)E~X(O, 11, 
u(x, 0) = u(x, 71) = 0. 
The reduction via MA near & = 1 yields an ordinary differential equation 
which essentially has the form 
For il < 1, this equation has been investigated in [3]. It is well known that 
transverse homoclinic points and, thus, space-like chaotic solutions exist. 
2. A REDUCTION PROCEDURE 
Consider the following nonautonomous differential system in a real 
Banach space X= X, x X2 
$x1 -Ax, =f1(t, 1x), 
-$2--X2=f2(f,w 
x=b,,x2) W)n 
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where X, has finite dimension, t is a real variable, and I denotes a set of 
real parameters. We assume the spectrum of the linear operator A to be 
purely imaginary, whereas that of the-in general unbounded-operator B 
is strictly bounded away from the imaginary axis. For finite-dimensional X 
and suitable nonlinearities fj there is a well known theorem which implies 
that all small bounded solutions of (2.1), lie on a center manifold (cf. 
[7, 131). A generalization to autonomous equations in a Hilbert space has 
been given recently by G. Fischer in [4]. Here we extend his result to the 
nonautonomous case and to Banach spaces. Although these extensions are 
straightforward the implications are quite useful and will be shown later. 
To be specific, let us make the following assumptions, wherein we use the 
notation Ck for the set of all functions which have continuous derivative 
up to order k and Ct (resp. Ck,,) for all functions with bounded and 
(uniformly) continuous derivatives up to order k: 
Al. The subspace X, is finite dimensional and the eigenvalues of A are 
purely imaginary. 
A2. There exist neighbourhoods of zero U; c X, , U; c X,, a closed sub- 
space V c X,, and a natural number k > 2 such that 
f,EC~,“([WX/iXU’1XU;,X~) 
and 
f*EC~,,(RXAXU;XU;, V) 
hold. The parameter domain n is an open subset in R” having a critical 
value &, for which the following relations hold: 
.a& Al, 0) = 0, &a, &, 0) = 0, i,j= 1, 2, t E 0% 
I 
A3. Assume the existence of an integrable one-parameter family of linear 
operators K from V to X, with 
IlK(t)ll v+X2<be-B’r’ for tER,b,/l>Ofixed, 
such that for each g E CL@, V) the equation (d/&) x2 - Bx, = g has the 
unique solution 
x2(t)=/ K(t)*g(t-s)ds, x2 E C@, X2). Iw 
The usefulness of the subspace Vc X, is well known in the theory of ellip- 
tic equations, since in general we can’t expect to have a Green’s function 
K(a): X2 +X2 (cf. [l, 41). 
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Under these assumptions we can prove that all small bounded solutions 
of (2.1 )1 lie on a manifold 
MI={(t,xl,h(t,~,xl))EIWXXltEIW, Ilx,II<E}. 
In addition M, is a local integral manifold, i.e., through every point in M,, 
there exists a solution of (2.1), which belongs to MA as long as Ilx,(t)ll < E 
holds. The function h then reduces the original problem to the study of the 
following ordinary differential equation: 
(2.2) 
In contrast to [4] we have to avoid the construction of a cut-off function 
in X. We circumvene this diffkulty by localizing the nonlinearities in the 
direction of X, only. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the assumptions Al, A2, and A3 be satisfied, then 
there exist neighbourhoods U, c U;, U, c V; of zero, a neighbourhood 
A, c A of A,,, and a function 
h=h(t,~,x,)EC~([W~/l~xU,, U,) 
with the following properties: 
(a) The set M,= {(t,xl, h(t,l,x,))EIWxXItEIW,xlE U,} is a local 
integral mantfold for the system (2.1 )1. 
(b) Every solution (x,, x2)(.) E C’(R, X), which belongs to U1 x Uz for 
all t, lies in M,, i.e., x*(t) = h(t, 1, x,(t)), t E R. 
(c) The following relations hold for all t E R: 
h(t, A,, 0) = 0, & h(t, A,, 0) = 0. 
1 
The proof of this theorem strongly relies on the subsequent Lemma 2.2 
and will finally be completed afterwards. Let us introduce a cut-off function 
XE C“(X,, [0, 11) with 
1 1 x(x,)= o for lb1 II G 1, for II-x, II 2 2 
and define 
fje(t, 1, x) =fi(t, 4 x). x 
0 
2 , j= 1, 2. 
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Here E E (0, sO) denotes a sufficiently small constant being specified in the 
course of our analysis. Moreover we set 
A(&) := {LEAI 11-&I <&2}, 
Bj(E) I= (XjEXj( IlXjII GE}, j= 1, 2, (2.3) 
B,Gw = u; 3 B*(h) = u;. 
Hence the functions fj are defined on the set F(s) = R x A(E) x X, x &(E). 
With the abbreviations 
Y(s)=sup{IIf$t, A, x)11 Ij= 1,2, (t, &x)EF(E)}, 
8(E) = sup 
ill 
&f;(4 A xl 
!I 
I kj= A 2, (6 1, x1 E F(E)] 
we conclude from assumption A2 that 
Y(E) = 4&),+0, 4&)=41),+0. (2.4) 
Moreover assumption Al implies 
IleA’II sat1 + I4)“, PER, with a>1 and mEN,. (2.5) 
For the proof of our theorem we consider a mixed initial-boundary value 
problem for (2.1), by requiring x1(s) = 5, s E R fixed, and x2 bounded for 
ZE R. We write this in an inverted form using assumption A3: 
x,(t) = eArl + Jbi eA’f;(t + s - r, I, x( t - r)) dr, 
(2.6) 
x*(t)=/ K(r)f”, (t+s-r, A, x(t-r))dr. 
R 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume Al, A2, and A3 take the constants k, b, /?, Ed, a, m 
from A2, A3, (2.3), and (2.5). Choose E E (0, Q,) such that the inequalities 
for c = b/(k + l), k/l/(k + 1) 
(2.7) 
are fulfilled. Then the system (2.6) possesses a unique solution x = 
(x1, x*)(t; 1, 5, s) E Ck(R x A(E) x Xl x % x, x B*(E)). 
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ProoJ Observe that because of (2.4), the inequalities (2.7) hold for all 
sufficiently small E. Now consider E fixed and set c = /3/(k + 1). Introduce 
for arbitrary v > 0 the norms 
Ixjlv IcsuP 
i 
Ilxjtt; 4 t, s)ll (t,~,r,s)E[WXn(&)XX,XaB 
and define the real Banach spaces 
Yv:={xEC(RXA(&)XX,XR,X)I Ixl,<co} 
for which we have the continuous inclusion 
v>p* Y”3 Y, and IXI” G IXI, for all x E Y,. 
(a) Existence and Uniqueness. Here the crucial step is the proof of a 
contraction property in the set 
N:= {XE Y, 1 IX,l()<&}. 
Notice that N is a closed subset of Y, and thus (N, 1. Ii) is a complete 
metric space. The corresponding mapping is defined as follows: 
so := (SY, q,, 
(Syx)(t; A, 5, s) := eA*5 + J: eA’f;( t + s - I, A, x( t - r; A, 5, s)) dr, 
(S:x)(t;E.,<,s):=f K(r)f,(t+s-r,I,x(t-r;A,<,s))dr. 
Fa 
The elementary inequalities 
(1 + Irl)“.e-+l< (!f+lrp fom (1 +r)“e-“dr<f (:+ 1) 
imply the following estimates, for each x = (x1, x2 ) being continuous in all 
its variables, IJxz 11 < E: 
II(Rx)(t;A 5,S)ll <z 3+ 1 m(c 1lQl +Y(a))*ecl”, 
( > 
Il(gx)(t; 4 5, s)ll2 Y(E). 
B 
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Therefore, every solution, as defined in our lemma, grows at most like e”” 
in xi and is bounded in x2. Hence all solutions lie in N, and N is mapped 
into itself by S. In addition we obtain for arbitrary x, y E N 
IlCS?x - $:y)(t; 45, s)ll 6 Ii 1’ eAr(fl(..., x) -fit..., Y)) dr 0 il 
< Is f a(1 + lrl)” 8(E) 0 
x II@-y)(t-r; 4 5, s)ll dr 
9: :+l m8(E).Ix--ylIeci’l(ll~ll+1), 
( ) 
Is;x-s;yl,<~ ;+1 m6(E).lx--yl,r 
( ) 
lFi’X-~YII~~-c S(E). Ix-y/, . 
In view of (2.7), p(c) is the constant of contraction of So. Therefore we 
have shown that Sc’ has a unique fixed point in N, 
(b) Regularity of the Solution. For the proof of the differentiability we 
rely on a well known extension of the contraction principle [ 17, 
paragraph 13, IV]. 
We say that a mapping T: E + E, E complete metric space, has the fixed 
point property if T possesses a unique fixed point I and if, for each x0 E E, 
the sequence x, = T”(x,) converges to K. 
F~OP~SITION 2.3. Given two complete metric spaces E, , E2 and two map- 
pings T,:EI+E,, T2:ElxEz+EZ, assume that T, has the fixed point 
property and that T, is a contraction in E, for each fixed x E E, , with a con- 
stant of contraction independent of x. Let P be the fixed point of T, and 7 
that of T2(Z, ’ ). Assume T,( . , y): E, + E2 to be continuous. 
Then the mapping R: E, x E, + E, x E,, (x, y) + (T,(x), T2(x, y)) 
possesses the fixed point property. 
Now let D be any directional derivative in IR x A(E) x X, x R. By formally 
applying D to 5”‘~ we obtain a mapping S’(x, x’) if we replace Dx by the 
new variable x1. Hence for differentiable x one has D(,~?x) = X1(x, Dx). 
S’ = (Sf , Si) has the form 
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S:(x, x1)(1; 1, 5, s) = (F,x)(t; 1, (, s) + 1; e%J-; x1 dr, 
with 8,&x’ = i aff(~, A, x(t - r; A, l, s)) x!(t - r; iz, <, s). 
i=lk ’ 
Observe that in each equation x1 appears linearly and only once. Similarly 
to section (a) one shows that S’(x, *) is a contraction on Y, for fixed x E N 
and v E [ 1, k]. Here one uses the inequality 
P(CV) < max{p(c), &cl} < 1 
which holds in view of (2.7) and the convexity of p. In effect one can show 
that a positive 0 exists with p(cv) < 1 for all v E [ 1, (1 + 20) k]. 
To apply Proposition 2.3 we need the continuity of S’(., 2:‘): N -+ Y,, 2’ 
being the fixed point of S’(Z, . ): Y, + Y,. Since Y, c Y, for all v > 1 and 
since 2 E Y, is uniquely determined for each v we conclude 2 E Y,. Now 
we show that S’( ., 2’): N + Y, + (r is continuous, if z1 E Y,. 
Take arbitrary x, y E N then it follows 
II(w6 z’) - s:(YT z’))(c 4 <, s)ll 
< Rbep 
I B’s’ IlDf;(t + s - r, I, x(...)) - Df;( . . . . y(...))ll dr 
+JR be- p’s’ Ila,.“,( . . . . x)-a&( . . . . y)ll . 11 z’(t-- r; . ..)I[ dr 
I~:~~~~l~-~:~Y,~l~l,+,~ 
2b 
#I-(l+cJ)c (~,+lz111~2) 
with 
d,=sup{llDj-;( . ..) y)-Dj-;( . ..) x)il(~)l+O} 
and 
A, = sup IIa,.f;(..., x1 - aA..., ~111 .(fpJ}. 
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It remains to be shown that A, and A, converge to zero with Jx-yl,. In 
view of the boundedness of Df; and the weight which decays with 1 t - rl 
and 11511, weobtain for every positive M 
A 1 G sup{ IlDf ;(..v XI-Df;(...,y)II I It--rldW ll~llOC~~‘JW=W} 
+(~Df~(~,~)l~+IDf~(~,~)l~)~rnax{(l+M)~~~”,e~’~”+~~}. 
The second term obviously tends to zero with M + co, for the first term we 
need the estimate 
and the uniform continuity of Of2 for Ix --yl i + 0. A similar argument 
holds for AZ. 
An analogous conclusion for S: yields the continuity of S’( ., z’). We 
deduce from Proposition 2.3 that the mapping 
R’: 
{ 
Nx Y1+,--+Nx y1+,, 
(x, x’) --t (SOX, syx, x’)) 
has the fixed point property. Denote this fixed point by (5, .?I). 
PROPOSITION. Dt = 2’. 
For the iterates of R’ set (x, x’)~ = (0,O) and obtain by the construction 
of S’ the relat:on Dx, = xf, for all n E No. Since the convergence in 1.1, and 
I.1 i + ~ is the uniform convergence on bounded subsets of IR x A(E) x X, x R 
the above assertion follows from a well known theorem in real analysis. 
Hence, we have proved Z E C’( R x A(E) x X, x R, X, x B*(E)). 
Higher derivatives are obtained in a quite similar way by formal differen- 
tiation. In the case of derivatives of order m one chooses the function space 
Y m(l + Zaj-o and defines a mapping T” comprising all those terms which 
belong to orders of differentiation strictly less than m. By induction, sup- 
posing that P” has the fixed point property and using that S” is a contrac- 
tion on Y,(i +2CJ- 2a as well as on Y,,+ + 2oj--o one concludes that 
R” = (T”, Sm) has the fixed point property, too (cf. [4, 141). 
Thus, Lemma 2.2 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Define the reduction function h by 
h(t, A<) := MO; At, t) 
and show that h has the desired properties. 
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From Lemma 2.2 we conclude hi C#! x n(s) x X,, B*(E)). Since the 
solution of (2.6) is unique, one has furthermore 
qt; 1,21(r; 1, 5, s), r) = qt; I, 5, s). 
Hence, 2 has the form 
-f(c 1, r, s) = (-f,(c 1, t, s), h(t, 4R,(c 1, 5, s))). 
For fixed (I, 5, s) the function g = a( .; 1, 5, s) is a Ck-solution of the 
integral equation (2.6) and lies on the manifold 
MA,, := {(~,xl,~(~,~,x,))~~XX,XB,(&)I(~,X,)~~xX,}. 
That i solves the corresponding system of differential equations also can be 
shown, since X, is finite dimensional and the operator B satisfies A3. 
Now set .4,= A(E), U, = BI(e), and U, = B*(E). Parts (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 2.1 follow immediately. Part (c) is a consequence of the uni- 
queness of 2 and the relations following from the last assumption in A2: 
n( * ;A,, 0, . ) = 0, %(.;&,O, .)=O at 
sai;rl:;=and x1=0 solve 9x=x and S1(x,xl)=x’ for (&<)=(&,O) 
Thus, Theorem 2.1 is proved. 
Applications of Theorem 2.1 to partial differential equations often 
require a certain extension of our assumptions A2 and A3 to the case where 
the nonlinearities fj are defined on the domain of definition of some frac- 
tional power of B only. For completeness and later reference we now for- 
mulate these results. 
A2*. Assume for some y E [0, 1) the closed operator B with domain 
D(B) c X, has a closed fractional power BY: D(BY) --, X,. Denote by X,,, 
the Banach space D(BY) equipped with the graph norm 
[[x1 II7 := JIxz II + IIBYxZ I). Suppose further that there are neighbourhoods 
v;cx,, v;,~&,,, a closed subspace I/c X,, and some natural number 
kal with 
For some A0 o-4 c R” we should have 
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A3*. Assume there is a Green’s function K with 
IIBYK(t)ll .,,,<max{l, It/-“> .&-Bit’ for t#O, forsomeaE[O, 1) 
and b,fi>O, 
such that for each g E Ci( R, V) the equation (d/dt) x2 - Bx, = g has a uni- 
que solution x2 E C#8, X,) which is given by 
x2(t)=/ K(t)g(t-s)ds. 
w 
Let us remark that A3* is always fulfilled, with tl= y, if B generates a 
holomorphic semigroup (eB’)t a ,, (cf. [6, 10)). Interesting examples with 
y < a < 1 are discussed in [S, S]. However, the important class of 
quasilinear (y = 1) differential systems is not covered by the methods 
represented here. Using a completely different regularity result for the 
linear evolution equation iz - Bx, =g(t) it is shown in [ 161 that the 
reduction method generalizes to quasilinear differential equations in 
Hilbert spaces, which is already applied in [12]. 
The proof of the following theorem is completely analogous to that of 
Theorem 2.1 if we define the spaces Y, over X, x X,,, instead of Xi x X,. 
Therefore we omit a detailed proof. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let the assumptions Al, A2*, and A3* be fulfilled then 
there are neighbourhoods U, c X,, U2,? c X,,, of zero, a neighbourhood 
A, c A of I,, and a function 
which has the following properties: 
(a) The set Mn:={(t,xl,h(t,~,xl))) (t,x,)ERxU,} is a local 
integral manifold of the system (2.1 )I. 
(b) Every solution of (2.1),, remaining in U, x Uz,y for all t E 52, lies in 
MA. 
(c) For all t E R we have 
h(t,&, 0) = 0, & h(t, A,,, 0) = 0. 
1 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE REDUCTION FUNCTION 
In this section certain properties of h are shown to be inherited from the 
functions fi in (2.1). Most important are the asymptotic convergence for 
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t + +co, the periodicity in I, and certain symmetries in the space variables 
x1 and x2. Henceforth we assume that Al, A2, and A3 are fulfilled. 
Analogous results hold if A2 and A3 are replaced by A2* and A3*. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T= (T,, Tz) be a linear isometry on X=X, xX,. 
(a) Symmetry: 
T,A=AT,, T,B= BT, 
and 
fi(t, I, TX) = Tjfi(t, 2, x) for j= 1,2 
implies for the function h of Theorem 2.1 
46 1, T,x,)= T,h(t, 2, ~1). 
(b) Antisymmetry: 
T,A= -AT,, T,B= -BTz 
and 
fi(t, 1, TX)= -Tjfi(-t, 1, x) for j= I,2 
implies for the function h of Theorem 2.1 
h(t, 1, T,xI)= T,h(-t, ,I, x,). 
Proof: We may assume that the cut-off function 1 in the proof of 
Lemma 2.2 satisfies x( T,x,) = x(x1). An elementary calculation deduces 
from the integral equation (2.6) that, if x = (x1, x*)(t; 1, 5, s) is a solution, 
then 
‘= (“’ ‘dt’IZy k ‘1 := 
(T,xI, T2-d~ 1, T,‘t, s) for (a) 
(Tlx,, T2X2)(-t; 1, T,,(, -s) for (b) 
is a solution as well. The uniqueness in Lemma 2.2 yields 2 = x and hence, 
by the construction of h, 
h(t, 4 T,O=x,(O;A T,5, t)=f,(O;k T,t, t) 
= T2x2(0; I, 5, + t) = T,h( + t, I, r). Q.E.D. 
505/65:1-6 
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A simple but important consequence of the theorem says: Iffi andf, are 
odd functions in x, then h is an odd function of x1. (For the proof set 
Tj = -id,,.) 
Another consequence concerns reversible systems, a fact which will be 
exploited in the next section. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the functions fi and f2 be periodic in t with a period 
P 2 0, then the reduction function h is periodic in t with the same period. 
Proof. Denote by x the unique solution of (2.6). It follows easily that 
.f( t; I, 5, s) = x( t; A, 5, s + P) 
also solves (2.6). By the uniqueness the assertion follows. 
Let us remark that the previous theorem is true even in the quasiperiodic 
case (cf. [ 141). 
For the next theorem, which treats the case of asymptotic convergence, 
we assume that the limits exist in the sense 
f:(;l,X):=tli~~fj(t,~,X) for j=l,2 and (il,x)~nx U’,x V;, 
where the limiting functions f,? are as smooth as fj. Therefore we can apply 
Theorem 2.1 to the autonomous system 
$1 -Ax, =f:(kXh 
$x2-Bx,=f;(i,x) 
(3.1) 
and, according to Theorem 3.2, its reduction function h+ is independent 
of t. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that for all 1 E A, x E U; x U;, and j = 1,2 the 
following estimate holds: 
II .I$, 1, x) -fi’(n, x)ll f { ;;y; for t< Oy for t20 
where g: [0, a) + (0, co) satisfies the inequalities 
g(t) >,g(t + s) >g(t) epds, for all t, s 2 0, 
with some de [0, fi). 
Then there exist neighbourhoods U; c X,, U; c X, of zero, a 
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neighbourhood A” c A of &,, a positive constant C, and functions h, h+ for 
the systems (2.1), (3.1) such that 
hEC#IxA”xU;I, U;), h+ E C;(A” x U;, U;), 
Remarks. (1) In the previous theorem it is inessential that (3.1) is 
autonomous. The conclusion could be drawn, if the differences jj -f,? con- 
verge to zero as t goes to infinity, the same then holds for h-h+. In par- 
ticular, if& is asymptotically periodic, we conclude from the periodicity of 
f,? that h + is periodic as well and thus asymptotic periodicity is transferred 
from fi to h. 
(2) The convergence for the derivatives of the functions fi up to an 
order m 6 k leads to the convergence for the corresponding derivatives of 
the reduction function h, if (1 + m) . d < fi holds. 
Proof: We exploit the method of proof from Lemma 2.2. Set 
B-d cl=-, 
2 
C2=B+d 
2 
(= c,+d=p-cl). 
For fixed s E R and xi E C( R, Xi) define 
[xi1 _ := sup{ Ilxi(t)ll e-cl’r’ I t 6 R}, 
(Xi1 + := sup{ Ilxi(t)ll e-=2”’ I t > -s}. 
Choose E = E” > 0 in Lemma 2.2 so small that the inequalities 
~j:=(~(~+l~+~)6(E.)<l, j=l,2, 
hold. Therefore we obtain the solutions 1, X+ of (2.1) and (2.4) on the 
neighbourhoods U,!’ =Bj(s”) and A”=A(s”). In view of pr,* < 1 we con- 
clude that, for fixed values of (A, 5, s), IZ(*; 1, 5, s)l+ and 1x+(.; I, 5, s)l * 
are finite. Moreover we have the estimates 
IIf, - x:(t)ll 
< :Ile^‘ll.IIfE”(t+s-r,~.x(...))-f:”..(l.x+(...))Ildr I 
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2b 2b 
ypm+B-cl -~(E~)~~~~‘~~II-X+I_, 
Whence we conclude for h and h + for s E R 
Gl-z.2-x: I- 6 ( g(O) := G *g(O). 
Take s 2 0 and t 2 --s then it follows that 
IIn, - x:(tNl 
< ‘a(1 + Irl)“(g(t+s-r)+8(&“) IlZ(t-r)-x+(t-r)(I)dr 
I 0 
<a ~(l+~r~)“‘g(~)e~“~~‘dr 
s 
+n~(~“)~~(l+~rl)m.ec2”-“dr.li-x+l+, 
II%(t) - x: (t)ll 
s 
,+A- 
6 be-8~r~(g(t+s-r)+8(cf’)~)~-xX+++ecz~’-’1)dr 
-m 
+r 
be-8’(g(0)+6(c”)* [Z--x+1- .ecllrpri)dr 
t+s 
< 
I 
becBi’lg(t + s) edI” dr 
w 
+bS(e”)~r+~e-P1’l.eCZl’-“dr.l~-x+(+ 
-co 
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Therefore we have for s 2 0 
Ilh, 1, 0 -h ‘(A 011 = IlQt 1, r, s) - x:(0; 1, r, s)ll 
<1.f-x+1+ <C,.g(s) 
and Theorem 3.3 is proved. 
4. AN APPLICATION 
Our reduction principle has a number of unexpected applications in the 
theory of nonlinear dispersive steady waves [9] and also in flow problems 
through channels of varying depth [ 14, 151. A detailed description of these 
examples will be given in a forthcoming paper. Here, we study a model 
problem, which is sufficiently close to the real applications but avoids their 
technical difficulties. 
We restrict ourselves to the case of periodic forcing and refer the reader 
to [lS] for an example with local forcing that shows the usefulness of 
Theorem 3.3. 
Let us consider the elliptic boundary value problem 
u, + uyy + Au +j-(A, y, u) + &U(Y) cos(ox) = 0 for (x, Y) E WO, ~1, 
(4.1) 
u(x, 0) = u(x, 7c) = 0 for XER. 
These equations represent a model for the hydrodynamic problem treated 
in [ 111. Since the special form off and a is not essential we restrict, for 
technical simplicity, our calculations to the case f(& y, u) = u2 and 
u(y) = 1. 
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The unpertubed equation (E =0) has solutions decaying to zero at 
infinity, which is shown in [9]. These solutions bifurcate at 2, = 1 from the 
trivial solution to the left. They are stable, e.g., under sufficiently small per- 
turbations which are even in x (cf. [lo]). 
Here we show by using our previous results that there are solutions of 
(4.1), which generate a transverse homoclinic point relative to the s-pertur- 
bation of the trivial solution, and thus we obtain a space-like chaotic 
solution picture. 
We write (4.1) in the form 
( 0 1 L= -(&)/(dy2)-1 ) 0 ’ WI = w2a n) n q(o, n)) x fqco, n). 
The linear operator L has the eigenvalues p fn = f (n’ - 1)1’2, n E N, and 
the eigenfunctions 
being normalized with respect to 
According to Section 2 we construct the center manifold over the 
eigenspace of p = 0. For this purpose we define 
L264 n) -+ R 
u + 2/a. sg u(y) . sin y dy; 
L,@, n) + L,(O, n), 
Q:{ u -b u - (Pu) . sin( . ). 
The ansatz 
(~:)=(~::?~~)+(~:) with v,,v2eQL2(0,n) 
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leads to 
( 0 = (1-~)a,-(4/7r)~~0~(0~)-P([a,sin(~)+u,]*) ’ ) 
= (l+A)u,--Q( ( ) ECOS(OX)+ [a, sin(*)+u,]*) ’ 
(4.3) 
The subspace Vc Qq(O, n)x QL2(0, n) is now given by V= (0) x 
QL,(O, n). The Green’s kernel K can be explicitly determined to 
and the following estimates hold for all t E R: 
The terms on the right-hand sides in (4.2) and (4.3) are even real analytic 
since U: has to be considered as an element of L,(O, n) and u1 being an 
element of q(O, x) c C( [0, rr], W). Therefore we can apply Theorem 2.1, 
obtaining a positive 0 and a function 
with the following properties, derived from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2: 
NJ, 6 x, a17 a*) =h0(4 a,, a*) + Eh’(l, &, x, a,, a,),’ 
44 E, x, al, a*)=W, E, -4 al, -a*), 
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The second equation follows from Theorem 3.1(b) if we identify both T, 
with the reflection (A -7). This implies that, for E = 0, the “reversibility” of 
(4.1) is inherited in the reduced equation (4.4): 
a XX- (1 -A) a + P([a.sin(.) + h(l, E, x, a, a,)]‘) +$cos(wx) =O. (4.4) 
Now we introduce the scaling 
From (4.4) we obtain, using the properties of h listed above, 
G - w + w2 + 6 cos(vt) + Mya, w, ti) + M’(a, 6, t, w, G) = 0 (4.5) 
with 
Mya, w, ti) = Mo(a, w, - kb) = O(d), _ 0 
and 
M’(a,S, t,w,bq=M’ f&s, t+$ w,ti 
( ) 
=M’(o,S, -t, w, -!4) 
Observe that the symmetry property of &Ic’ and M’ imply, for small cr and 
6, the existence of a unique even solution w* = w*(*; cr, 6) of (4.5) close to 
the unperturbed (a = 6 = 0) homoclinic solution 
p(t) = 
3 
l+cosht 
(cf. [lo]). For small c and 6, w - 0 has a continuation I? = a( *; cr, 6) as a 
bounded solution of (4.5), which is periodic with period v (cf. [3]). Now 
we show that w*( .; rr, 6) is a transverse homoclinic solution with respect o 
K( a; ~,a). Here we follow the analysis of Chow, Hale, and Mallet-Paret 
[3]. Setting 
w(t)=p(t-a)+z(t-a), a e R, 
one obtains in a straightforward way the Melnikov function 
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G(o,& a)=&-,. @(t)( -z*(t; c,d, a)‘-6 cos v(t-a) 
+ W’( * * * ) + M’( . . . )) dt 
5 = --. 
I 6 R 
~(t)co~v(t-a)dt+0(~~+8~)~,~+~ 
5n 
= -- 6 sin(av) + 0(02 + ~3’). 
sinh( nv) 
Fora=Owehavez*(.,a,6,0)=w*(.;o,6)-p(.)andthusthefactorof~ 
in the first integral is even in t. Therefore we have G(a, 6,O) = 0 for all 
small 0 and 6. Moreover 
$G(o,&O)= -z 
sinh( Av) 
6+O(a2+d2)#0. 
Hence the intersection of the stable and the unstable manifold of I?( a; 0,6) 
is transverse and all well known consequences hold. 
For positive r~ the solutions obtained for (4.5) can be transformed back 
to solutions of (4.4) and thus, via the center manifold, to (4.1). Therefore 
space-like chaotic solutions exist for the elliptic problem (4.1) in any 
neighbourhood of the homoclinic solution which is given through 
w*( .; 8,O). 
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